**FRIDAY, MAY 13**

**KEYNOTES & PERFORMANCES (9am-1pm)**  
*Location: PoFA Theater*
- Drumming by DEB LANE, MICHAELLE GOERLITZ, MAR STEVENS
- Opening Ceremony by GREGG CASTRO
- Welcome by KENNY AUSUBEL and NINA SIMONS, Bioneers founders
- Opening remarks by NINA SIMONS
- JASON F. McLennan – From Reconciliation to Regeneration
- ANGELA GLOVER BLACKWELL – Transformative Solidarity for a Thriving Multiracial Democracy
- Performance by ALIXA GARCIA
- #ENDAMAZONCRUDE – A Call to Action with Amazonian Indigenous Forest Protectors
- Youth Presentation: MAXX FENNING - Inheritance
- KATE ARONOFF – Is “Responsible” Fossil Fuel Production Possible?
- ENRIC SALA – Protecting Our Life Support System: Challenges and Opportunities in Marine Conservation
- Youth Presentation: MAISSL FENNING - Inheritance
- JASON F. McLENNAN – From Reconciliation to Regeneration
- ANGELA GLOVER BLACKWELL – Transformative Solidarity for a Thriving Multiracial Democracy
- Performance by ALIXA GARCIA
- #ENDAMAZONCRUDE – A Call to Action with Amazonian Indigenous Forest Protectors
- Youth Presentation: MAXX FENNING - Inheritance
- KATE ARONOFF – Is “Responsible” Fossil Fuel Production Possible?
- ENRIC SALA – Protecting Our Life Support System: Challenges and Opportunities in Marine Conservation
- Youth Presentation: MAISSL FENNING - Inheritance
- JASON F. McLENNAN – From Reconciliation to Regeneration
- ANGELA GLOVER BLACKWELL – Transformative Solidarity for a Thriving Multiracial Democracy
- Performance by ALIXA GARCIA
- #ENDAMAZONCRUDE – A Call to Action with Amazonian Indigenous Forest Protectors
- Youth Presentation: MAXX FENNING - Inheritance
- KATE ARONOFF – Is “Responsible” Fossil Fuel Production Possible?
- ENRIC SALA – Protecting Our Life Support System: Challenges and Opportunities in Marine Conservation

**LUNCHTIME ACTIVITIES (1:00-4:00pm)**
- Making Art for Climate Justice with David Solnit  
  *Location: On the Mezzanine*
- **FRIDAY AFTERNOON (4:30-6:00pm)**
  - Designing and Building a Regenerative/Restorative/Just World, One Building at a Time  
    *Location: PoFA Theater*
  - Intergenerational Perspectives on Healing from the Cultural Genocide of Indian Residential Schools  
    *Location: Marina Theater*
  - Regenerative Agriculture 2.0: The Pie Ranch Model  
    *Location: Chestnut Room*
  - How Leadership is Evolving: Leading from the Round, from Love and Undergroung  
    *Location: Bay Room*
  - Making Partnerships with Indigenous Communities: Lessons from the San Francisco Bay Area  
    *Location: Indigenous Forum*
  - Combating Eco-Anxiety as Peoples Indigenous to Mother Earth: When Our Land is Under Threat, So Are We  
    *Location: Interactive/Experiential Room*
  - Truthworker Theatre Company: Artists as Activists and Healers  
    *Location: Youth Unity Center*
  - Prayer, Witnessing & Action: Healing Ourselves, Our Relations and the Earth  
    *Location: Council Circle*
  - Community of Mentors with Shilpa Jain  
    *Location: Community of Mentors*
  - Conversation Café: A Doorway into the Imaginal Expanse  
    *Location: Conversation Café*
  - Tending Our Grief  
    *Location: Council Circle*

**SATURDAY, MAY 14**

**KEYNOTES & PERFORMANCES (9am-1pm)**  
*Location: PoFA Theater*
- Drumming by DEB LANE, MICHAELLE GOERLITZ, MAR STEVENS
- Opening remarks by KENNY AUSUBEL and NINA SIMONS, Bioneers founders
- Opening remarks by KENNY AUSUBEL
- FRANS DE WAAL – Gender Through the Eyes of a Primatologist
- ZAINAB SALBI – Daughters for Earth
- KONGJIAN YU – “Spingo Cities”: Visionary, Nature-Based Urban Design from China
- Performance by JASON NIOUS and ANTWAN DAVIS of Molodi
- CLAYTON THOMAS-MÜLLER – Reparations, Healing and Reconciliation—A Battle Against the Winter Spirit, Witigo

**LUNCHTIME ACTIVITIES (12:30-4:00pm)**
- Making Art for Climate Justice with David Solnit  
  *Location: On the Mezzanine*
- **Special Lunchtime Performance: 1:30-2:00pm**
  - Truthworker Theatre Company Presents: RE:FRAMED / FORGIVEN / REMEMBERED  
    *Location: Marina Theater*
- **SATURDAY AFTERNOON (2:45-4:15pm)**
  - The Rights of Nature Movement in Indian Country and Beyond: From Grassroots to Mainstream  
    *Location: PoFA Theater*
  - Fascism in the USA: Could it Happen and How Can We Avoid It?  
    *Location: Chestnut Room*
  - Effective Movement-Building: What’s Working, and What Needs to Change?  
    *Location: Bay Room*
  - How an Indigenous-Led "Just Transition" Can Prevent Catastrophe?  
    *Location: Indigenous Forum*
  - Unraveling Collective Narcissism: Transforming Self/Mending Earth  
    *Location: Interactive/Experiential Room*
  - Open Mic  
    *Location: Youth Unity Center*
  - Prayer, Witnessing & Action: Healing Ourselves, Our Relations and the Earth  
    *Location: Council Circle*

**LUNCHTIME ACTIVITIES (12:30-4:00pm)**
- Daughter for Earth: Women and the Climate Change Movement  
  *Location: PoFA Theater*
- The Place Where It Happens: Building the Clean Energy Economy  
  *Location: Marina Theater*
- Basins of Beaver Relations  
  *Co-sponsored with the Occidental Arts and Ecology Center*
- **SATURDAY AFTERNOON (2:45-4:15pm)**
  - The Place Where It Happens: Building the Clean Energy Economy  
    *Location: Marina Theater*
  - Unraveling Collective Narcissism: Transforming Self/Mending Earth  
    *Location: Interactive/Experiential Room*
  - Open Mic  
    *Location: Youth Unity Center*
  - Prayer, Witnessing & Action: Healing Ourselves, Our Relations and the Earth  
    *Location: Council Circle*

**SATURDAY NIGHT**
- 6:00-7:30pm Queer World Making LGBTQ2SIA+ Mixer  
  *Location: Conversation Café*
- 6:30-8:30pm Saturday Evening Networking Happy Hour  
  *Location: On the Mezzanine*
- 6:30pm Films with Filmmakers: Two Short Films from Unicorn Riot, The Emerald Triangle Trailer and Scene, The Need to Grow, GIVE LIGHT: Stories from Indigenous Midwives  
  *Location: Marina Theater*
## SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE

### SUNDAY, MAY 15

#### KEYNOTES & PERFORMANCES (9am-1pm)  • Location: PoFA Theater
- Drumming by DEB LANE, MICHAELLE GOERLITZ, MAR STEVENS
- Welcome by KENNY AUSUBEL and NINA SIMONS, Bioneers founders
- OHKI FOREST – Transforming Humanity’s Shadows: Beyond the Wall of Western Illusions
- KAREN WASHINGTON – 911 Our Food System Is Not Working
- SAMUEL MYERS, MD – Planetary Health: Protecting Nature to Protect Ourselves
- Performance by JASON NIOUS and ANTWAN DAVIS of Molodi
- Youth Presentation: ALEXANDRIA VILLASEÑOR – Working Together: Building Coalitions of Power in the Global Youth Climate Movement
- CINDY MONTAÑEZ – Galvanizing Communities to Save the Planet
- Closing Performance by Oakland’s own THRIVE CHOIR

#### SUNDAY AFTERNOON (2:45-4:15pm)
- The Constellation Project: The Power of Interdisciplinary Conversations in the Climate of Now  • Location: PoFA Theater
- The Cutting-Edge Frontline of Climate Policy: Cities, States and Regions  • Location: Marina Theater
- Black Food: Celebration and Struggle  • Location: Chestnut Room
- Healing the Divide: from MeToo to WeTogether  • Location: Bay Room
- Indigenous Pathways to a Regenerative Future  • Location: Indigenous Forum
- Restorative Justice Healing Workshop  • Location: Youth Unity Center
- Reweaving the Dream: Storytelling for a New Paradigm  • Location: Interactive/Experiential Room
- Community of Mentors with Samara Gaev  • Location: Community of Mentors
- Conversation Café: What do we need to create if we don’t meet our climate goals?  • Location: Conversation Café
- Prayer, Witnessing & Action: Healing Ourselves, Our Relations and the Earth  • Location: Council Circle

#### SUNDAY AFTERNOON (4:30-6:00pm)
- Special Screening of Changing of the Gods  • Location: Marina Theater
- Native Women Lead and New Mexico Community Capital: Indigenizing Capital for Community Transformation  • Location: Indigenous Forum
- Closing, Reflection & Integration – How do you go forth?  • Location: Youth Unity Center

### BOOK SIGNING SCHEDULE
- Location: Pt. Reyes Bookstore on the Mezzanine, unless otherwise indicated

#### FRIDAY
- 6:15pm
  - Shilpa Jain signing copies of Yes Facilitation Manual
  - Jason McLennan signing copies of LOVE+GREEN BUILDING: You and Me and the Beautiful Planet

#### SATURDAY
- 4:30pm
  - Silvia Araya-Fischer signing copies of Trust And Live Without Panic
  - Frans de Waal signing copies of Different: Gender Through the Eyes of a Primatologist
  - Lawrence Rosenthal signing copies of Empire of Resentment: Populism’s Toxic Embrace of Nationalism
- 6:15pm
  - Zainab Salbi signing copies of Freedom Is an Inside Job: Owning Our Darkness and Our Light to Heal Ourselves and the World
  - Clayton Thomas-Müller signing copies of Life in the City of Dirty Water: A Memoir of Healing

#### SUNDAY
- 4:30pm
  - Bryant Terry signing copies of Black Food